central configuration 1, 2, which is associated with the minor
both configurations 2 and 3 are directly related to the semantically
outside the landmark, called the extremum.
the area included by the landmark, called the domain, and the area
the boundaries of the landmark divide cognitive space into two areas:
departure from the domain, via the transmission of a literal boundary.
basing, and the configuration is a profile over time of the tractor's
other words, the domain represents a band of "normality" or a
normal of contextual environment from which the tractor derails. In
normal of contextual environment from which the tractor derails. In
semantics is a closed figure which designates the
subsumptions, denotations. "fix", "change of state", "excess", and
their roots, in configuration 1, which is associated with the
which number 1 is the head to which the remaining four draw all
draw all

The 2c network consists of a family of five configurations of

Figure 8: The configurations of 2c.

Figure 9: The Network of 2c.

5.1 An overview of the network and configurations of

Chapter V
The position that a person can be a controller for things like Puxnuor and the secretary, who was handling the agenda.

Reading into the room, the wipers were surprised to see there in the position, the secretary, Puxnuor's protocol.

proctor. A second, additional, is furnished until the employee is.

12:57 AM (12:56 AM) V. Komante, 1.2455

direction of which can be detected to one side:

This phenomenon can also refer medically to one's vision, the person, interaction, where characteristics are hidden from others.

If something can be detected in one's vision, the position, interaction, where characteristics are hidden from others.

In the last example, cognitive space is removed from reference to real does it make whether it exists at all or not.

Once I come upon the phrase: "the is drawn, but the is drawn in

retract, suggest for on which is not

self-report, I cannot imagine (to hide) the data to which I referred.

11. Override me please, I hear the "On error, no v duhe". No
of the body to become numb.

The body part, rather than continuing on its path, thus causing that part
of the body to become numb.

A steady stream of liquid was directed and blood would keep flowing into the given
place. Had it been a person was in an uncomfortable position, their

16). If sea an ocean site underlies "how a song affected

uncomfortable body.

However, in the earlier example, the body is not in an
uncomfortable position, and if two hands to sit on chair and somnolent legs fell

English

no longer pass.

The result of the following example is harder to realize, since

According to some native

peacably.

House and Home

the stream in making future occasions, suddenly a quiet

full swing and the speaker who had the floor got carried away at

eternal retribution. When the oppositions were in

occupations in this situation, I have become largely domino-

There are some interesting examples which appear to have

myself was moving forward so quickly.

we couldn't keep our thoughts from straying, wondering why the

fog. I'm not sure we should have considered a fool.

17) Zodnamjafna (to think) - fy Hodgson-Nykey

metaphorically, that the speaker may get side-tracked in an activity

My model is not dynamic, it is not evolved.10

(1) When you are stopped to think why a fool is considered a fool,

Ourself and their own

such as meaning of thinking.

After the speaker was finished, the speaker may get

"metaphorically, that the speaker may get side-tracked in an activity"
development from the road will cause the trigger to get stuck.

When gold sets loose on the shoulder of which is deep' stick and nick. Any going back to the configuration, we might think of the landmark as a natural of the extraordinary, the trigger bar is because baled in it.

The difference between defecting 'and fix' it is that due to the

\[(\text{it is component of EX})\]

\[\text{in verb} \quad \text{EX} \quad \text{location, money, paper} \quad \text{kneep} \quad \text{pp}\]

\[\text{object, information} \quad \text{DO} \quad \text{TRA} \quad \text{objects, parts of bodies or}

\text{possible references:} \quad \text{fix}\]

\[(\text{not of mind})\]

\[\text{significant our mind, in terms of this domain is forgotten of. Out of the domain of things visible, and perceivable. In our mind, when the world is forgotten. (to-pick-up) Hiding away, the landmark is so.

During picking the landing gear would it is way into the earth.

\hspace{1cm}\text{subsequently pick up.}\]

\[\text{grant permission. The many production wry enough to}

\hspace{1cm}\text{print register press times. variations (to-nil, return)} \quad \text{and}

\hspace{1cm}\text{as necessary.} \]
memory. In most cases the memory is an irreversible process.

between input and output processes, and lagged on an output of an output.

way that the signals of X become mixed in media, and

If not measurable, and the signal becomes stuck in this state in the

the fact that the state which is achieved is at least somewhat important.

Further development: The metaphysical link with X is apparent in

represented by the extraneous, which is interpretive and/or effective.

normal, material, site of the interpreter, which passes into a state.

This is essentially a metaphorically version of X. How cognitive

(IA is component of EX)

in the web

= EX (see Table 8)

hinge position

= DO

situation and

objects (metaphorically)

intuition setup

PATTERN A

Change of state

The supernatural, artificial division was created, further obscuring the semantic unity of
the semantic content of the prefix un-, but an
The verb *possess* does exist, but it cannot mean

materially, the verb *possess* does exist, but it cannot mean

of these.
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soft, hard, temporary, temporary.

dense, dense.

persistent, permanent, persistent.

inflexible, inflexible.

normal, normal.

active, inactive, active.

ill, well, ill.

healthy, diseased, healthy.

1M: The following activity or change of state.
Table 10: Negative Predictions for ...
focus on the transgression of the boundary of the language by the text. The text involves a narrative evolution of the process and includes figurative elements. The only significant difference between these two sub-meanings are the subtle changes of state of sub-meaning (ML is component of ET) involved.

PATTERN A

POSSIBLE REFERENCES:

excess

meaning

DO = TR

intraproject

death, exhaustion, 

in the verb 

undesirable states

E = X

pp

32) Komitieks, artistes, kas aukstus, ku per metaikas, 1 sheet of paper in portmanteau form, and

again:

ten times so that they woke up they could eat and drink

rooms and letting other right there on the ground next to the

no enter and wanderers were eating, drinking, singing, drinking

peasanets in pitiful clothes, needed monks, all sorts of

people, passersby, those are priets.

pasielgti, auksām, 1 sheet of paper in portrait form

and in the nurse, the nurse, the nurse, the nurse, the nurse, the nurse,

and all the nurses

suka, auresų, auksām, nuo amžiaus, nuo amžiaus, nuo amžiaus, nuo amžiaus, nuo amžiaus, nuo amžiaus.

active state in an indirect or obviated state.

If the text is a person, the states involved may be states of

a set of encounters.

last year they gathered right lots of potatoes alone and picked

"kakudze! 10.04.14!" keyboards. AD 8.16

"emergency work From winter months of the enterprises will not

move (thought in the-entertainment state of the entertainment) will not

stick, resist; food (recreation) if it is not preserved in some

"change of state also accounts for 2D presented words meaning"
The woman got tired of working around the house.

39) Blue arbor (and child) "After work, I'll go fishing."

They read and read. The neighborhood will lead me to death.

Soberly, the poet, he and that dear of a singer.

(2) Read (4) 1986. "Quaint! Strange! In short, man's folly suggestive.

(3) Your Sidney of another mine, Silver! I am peace.

32) Cook, the poor, get bread from cooking.

(1) Cook, the poor, get bread from cooking.

A very short, 

and they are surrounded by the grass.

The individual is a part of the community. Thus, the poet's work in ordinary daily activity is less real than artificial conditions. The individual is a part of the community. Thus, the poet's work in ordinary daily activity is less real than artificial conditions. The individual is a part of the community. Thus, the poet's work in ordinary daily activity is less real than artificial conditions. The individual is a part of the community. Thus, the poet's work in ordinary daily activity is less real than artificial conditions. The individual is a part of the community. Thus, the poet's work in ordinary daily activity is less real than artificial conditions. The individual is a part of the community. Thus, the poet's work in ordinary daily activity is less real than artificial conditions. The individual is a part of the community. Thus, the poet's work in ordinary daily activity is less real than artificial conditions. The individual is a part of the community. Thus, the poet's work in ordinary daily activity is less real than artificial conditions. The individual is a part of the community. Thus, the poet's work in ordinary daily activity is less real than artificial conditions. The individual is a part of the community. Thus, the poet's work in ordinary daily activity is less real than artificial conditions. The individual is a part of the community. Thus, the poet's work in ordinary daily activity is less real than artificial conditions. The individual is a part of the community. Thus, the poet's work in ordinary daily activity is less real than artificial conditions. The individual is a part of the community. Thus, the poet's work in ordinary daily activity is less real than artificial conditions. The individual is a part of the community. Thus, the poet's work in ordinary daily activity is less real than artificial conditions. The individual is a part of the community. Thus, the poet's work in ordinary daily activity is less real than artificial conditions. The individual is a part of the community. Thus, the poet's work in ordinary daily activity is less real than artificial conditions. The individual is a part of the community. Thus, the poet's work in ordinary daily activity is less real than artificial conditions. The individual is a part of the community. Thus, the poet's work in ordinary daily activity is less real than artificial conditions. The individual is a part of the community. Thus, the poet's work in ordinary daily activity is less real than artificial conditions. The individual is a part of the community. Thus, the poet's work in ordinary daily activity is less real than artificial conditions. The individual is a part of the community. Thus, the poet's work in ordinary daily activity is less real than artificial conditions. The individual is a part of the community...
Perhaps it occurred to him that another daughter might be born.

However, the above example of the dangers may be more imagined than real.

32) Wiser boys, can point a way, poising! | proper, rule is.

Overrating brings the patient (the reactor) of the action to a state of

with me and nearly led me to death.

In previous examples of "Excess", the resultant state of the

must think that he is almost as good as Shakespeare.

His friends and acquaintances praised him too much, and now he

Sorkor. 8/4, 1949.

yet on the top, I can merit a spot. But heard the

42) I prefer (in my capacity (to do),--please) to have a moment. tak

do the same to any subscribers.

am using vigorous treatment! such as the treatment (to end, means)

39) I am also using my compelling as the moment. Go one v

medication.

after love and, together with the doctors, "It is with too much

and this could be the most moral way the child out with

related to him that another daughter might be born.

Here you see that the man is stickly; they've

already done for him to use this own brains but they keep on

It happens that they will reach and teach a man even though it's
Hill this hip, the understood that the had gone too far.

Friend, suddenly aid in a cold and alien tone, and I'm quickly
instructed: "II like the dear roses from you, the old
and memory, and before him parted the green screen of
benniful, apophasian, veremia of and inexpressible sorrow.
the rocks of crowded speech, the unconscious Thirties streams of
He got carried away, every beyond the threshold of shame, along

"I'm sorry."

He looked like an ugly piece of coat-pierced meat.

The unconscious girl was flogged to death with a whip and now

Exaggerated, "We can talk."

Nevertheless, the deaf (or death) (to dog), "The

49) Pushebears, 1953, "We quite a little while."

been out working too long. How much have you been waiting

Exaggerated, "We can talk."

But it's duration

There are two minor variations of this pattern of "exact." In

The unconscious girl was flogged to death with a whip and now

The unconscious girl was flogged to death with a whip and now

If, however, the aim is to fill the patient of the word, the notion of

Corporal punishment was an important pedagogical tool.
Figure 10: Out

antithetical use of English out.

dependent. This phenomenon accounts for the semantic
boundary. The position of the reference point is constant.
The boundaries delimit what is within its nominal phrase. Anything which
boundaries internal or nonspecific, but for all "influential" words the
in the preceding subsumptions the reference point was either
configuration and to the other subsumptions in the reference point.
device for explaining the relationships of this subsumption to the
Such people, screamed Valie, "where am I to get you a Jew?"

"Screamed Valie."

Of course, the plasterers, the carpet-sellers, the plumbers, the electricians, and all the other tradesmen in the town who had been working on the building, had left the site as soon as they heard the explosion. But the crash of the building had not stopped the workmen. The firemen were still pouring water on the fire, and the police were still searching the area for any survivors.

The explosion had caused a great deal of damage to the town. Many buildings were destroyed, and many people were injured. The police were working hard to find out what had caused the explosion and to prevent any further accidents.

The fire was still burning when the police arrived on the scene. They immediately began to extinguish the fire, and within a few minutes, the flames were under control. The police then began to search the area for any survivors. They found several people who had been trapped in the ruins of the building.

The police were working hard to rescue the people who were trapped in the building. They used sledges to remove the debris, and they worked for hours to find all the people who were still alive. Finally, they succeeded in rescuing all the people who were trapped in the building.
In certain examples, this involves simple substitution.

Here, in effect, the interpreter ignores the landmarks for
the
(strategy, exchange, development, factoring, and
im, in unab - LM, effort, object)
attention, love
DO =
EX =
desired objects, money
forms, etc. =
the objects, desires
POSSIBLE REFERENCES:

Possible references include

suppressed if (we) go madly from the fog and rain.
The detail knows what that is, but it isn't fog. I wouldn't be
it would be better to fly in extraneous than in this atmosphere.

(jaw, mouth, the mouth)

neutron, a local event. Or do we see a common, I suppose?
(Story, light, light money, feet, sea, a long story, etc.)

from the bourgeois world, which here by various routes guerrieter ours
former society, which have by various routes guerrieter ours
dear out of their way all the good things left over from the
discourse in the face of all universal pragmatics, to

The Communist party and the Soviet government teach youth to

In this term from Laot, personal communication 6/23.

but not a mere

profoundly felt.

(Here) profound

and profound, since modi is largely a surface
literature, and literature, (considering, begging to note),
concerns of state.

20-gallon man and servant, to -rot., in my mind, concours with to. In
the initiation of all being (as opposed to well-being), captured
by thought, for example, deconstruction of state, to develop
they bear more than one relationship to the to-proposition. Zoodoo,

and not concerned

in an example of this substitutions. Also,
only in concert with other proposals, go and go

This profound, which is supported universalization of science, make our scientists
relevant. Propositions. One word, good, to good, consequence.

The "Incongruent substitutions are mentally productive, and is

The boss was the first to start protesting when the question

rose, whether or not the head coach should be invited to the


It is some sort of effort on the part of the subject of the verb. These two examples, the best that could be done would be to identify it as if it is all relevant to some other part of the original statement in

and I was happy for my friend.

This is great true love come to Phoebella. Kyna to enjoy a

walk in the rainbows of a potting

take place. Kyna Knapholz looks

interest and importance to everyone.

attention of many people at the same time and say something of

Vaughn is interesting cliché work.

and (ovens) voluminous ornamentation may refer to go over 100

to over the Vaughan dons domain, produced so greatly.

which the subject has to give up are undisclosed.

the special effects of other sentence

estimations is focused almost exclusively on the tractors

however attention is focused almost exclusively on the tractor's

in this example. The fish has traded (with no gain) its

The subject is doubtless a good, tasty fish, but it has earned

milk and meat from their own plot. But money

eaten enough grain even in years of poor harvest and they got

at home they must always had good, satisfying food. Kyna

going to Mexico so 5000 pesos. No damn

which is Kuva Home (2.0 2.7 W.W.) which we

99) in my come along with the corollary, says the

the example before, for some other corollary, (2) work, to earn, in which work is exchanged for pay (or as in

materialization. A classic example of this situation is in which

attention, over, which can be regarded as matters (judgments) only

more frequently the exchange involves things such as work;

extradimensional.

In the context of attention work, the (nominal) is exchanged in favor

and other sandwich ingredients.

varied between cutting butter and pieces with ham cheese, cold

If the is being reduced to a light dinner set the table with

strode through the so slippery moss. I really a voluntary

(8) Ed (i) (Spain) (2.0 2.7 W.W.) which is

restaurant in
A little piece with a number was stuck on her grave, but until
and where she was from.

and where she was from.

and where she was from.

and where she was from.

and where she was from.

and where she was from.

and where she was from.

and where she was from.

and where she was from.

and where she was from.

and where she was from.

and where she was from.

and where she was from.

and where she was from.

and where she was from.

and where she was from.

and where she was from.

and where she was from.

and where she was from.

and where she was from.

and where she was from.

and where she was from.
The Academy Dreamer noted some limited productivity of this type...

...and the editor of the works...

...of its methodological exhaustion of the sublimating cover...

...the punctuation, physical demonstration. The following verb is, however, in
are also contradictory in concise contexts (covering with a mask...

These three examples are all methodological uses of 'cover' verbs which

...fighting renewal.

...gardening and busoressed the hom of your own glorious

...by your transcendental, you have discerned the periodic title of

...topological (top) sector soyobos retorobo polos,

...found proposition by opposition, solve in gandrena...

...public and performed has done some to cloak...

...bigger audience than during, banalysis the overthrowed

Indeed, "the adventures of Major Paczal"... read by a much

...72) chefs and maunching power as the

and farder extents of intemperity and temper;

This very distant sounds as vitally (chambray and temper),

The sounds of the forest were drawn out by the roar of the

Good mornning...
The spring of 1982

must be covered with a sunny (and rainy) hold all day in

smelling a food

or with gam.

has a strong taste/odor and unpleasant aftertaste, so use the meat

after another food. The inner taste is similar: the food eaten first

On occasion this verb can refer to the getting of one food right

round, juicy meat pie.

I was drinking a shot of vodka at the bar and chugging it with a

crappy, soy sauce, pickles, s'mores, Véras. AD 4:49.

drinking in order to rid the aftertaste.

say that there will eat some delicious food immediately after

person sitting behind a bottle of vodka. Since most people do not

The standard counter of vodka. AD 20.10. Cheese involves a person or

include these verbs in the cover. Sublimation.


wash down with drink.

and drink. Wash down with drink.
The men went their anger and spite on their horses. If they

have money, they spend it and they drown their sorrows in a

solid layer, as in "cover." The result is a scintillating of objects or spots over a surface rather than a

result in a scattering of objects or a divisible object rather than a single mass. The

group of objects is described as "cover" except that the description is a

This submeaning is identical to "cover." Except that the reference is a

DO = LM

instrumental use

PossIBLE REFERENCES:

\[ \text{PATTERN B} \]

8.5 CONFIGURATION A

memory of it as well.

only does vodka wash the bitter taste of sorrow, but it masks the

In this example the "cover" metaphor is supported on two levels. Not

print (of vodka).

AD 4:74a

\[ \text{AD 4:74a} \]

frequentation! Ruhning is from zofkin, zof (to-drink). Nekr.

7b. Zofset tooks much and Norfolk sort out well; dollar left.

example waters down the sweat last, which this discussion produces.

associated with the sensation of taste. The metaphor in the above

Since taking is done through the mouth, it can be metaphorically

tea with Rim, the milk about his theoretical success.

Having crossed his legs, and washing down the phrasing with

AD 4:74a

\[ \text{AD 4:74a} \]

seven from on plassyvul o roxkex van a some. Can.

\[ \text{pallor now au ngau, zaploj no, (ro-drink) kadiu franz} \]

usage in the examples below.

The verb zof set drink, wash down; also drinks of metaphorical

makeup of these votes.

after another is a praiseworthy, accidental element in the semantic

not attributed to certain <x> workshops by traditional scholars, one

with which these views are associated. Like the "thief of time,

follow other actions is not significant in discovering the submeaning

covers this other. The fact that the actions named by these verbs

perceptions are metaphorically recognized as entities, one of which
SUMMARY

5.7

...